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Abstract— One of the most challenging jobs that any manager can take on is the management of a large-scale project and it requires numerous activities throughout the project. A Modern project management has developed various techniques based on network techniques in order to plan the projects processes in time, their costs and resources. Critical Path Method (CPM) is one of the best procedures for the planning, scheduling and optimizing the resource usage. CPM scheduling is a basic project control tool hence it is using in all type of project. Completing a project on time and within the budget is not an easy task. The project scheduling plays an important role in the time and cost aspects of a project. Each project managers have different systems in planning and scheduling, which is usually consists of Gantt chart or Bar chart. The development of Critical Path Method provides a basic and systematic approach to project managers. This results in the use of software’s like Microsoft Project and Primavera.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The construction industry is the second largest industry of the Indian country after the agriculture. It makes an important role in the contribution to the national economy and provides employment to large number of peoples. There is a growing need for project controls or project manager on today’s construction projects.

The main objective of project planning is to prepare a time table of work for each task/job/activity and allocating a start date and finish date. The steps required to do such a good planning includes logic, timing, analysis and scheduling the inputs. For project planning and scheduling various methods are there such as bar chart, CPM and PERT.

The primary challenge of project manager is to achieve all the project goals and objectives within the project constraints [1]. The secondary challenge is to optimize the resource allocation and integration of inputs necessary to meet project objectives. The project managers are using Critical Path Method for their project monitoring. The project management software’s are MS-Project and Primavera. Both these software’s are based on CPM.

A. Objectives of Study

Following are the objectives of the study
1) The main objective of planning and scheduling of a villa by using MS Project tool is to execute the project most economically.
2) To determine how much MS Project tool is effective in controlling cost and time.
3) The other objective of this project is to use the available resources in a most optimum way.
4) To identify the specific methodologies to adopt in project planning and resource optimization by using MS Project without affecting duration and cost.

II. CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

Project is a temporary endeavor undertaken to create a unique product/service/result and it has definite beginning and end. Project management is an application of knowledge, tools, skills and techniques to project activities to meet the project requirements. Project management includes the scope, quality, budget, resources, and schedule. Construction project management is an application of knowledge, tools, skills and techniques to the construction project activities to meet their project requirements. The construction project management involves the planning, scheduling, executing and monitoring.

A. Planning

Planning is the part of the project management. Planning is the process of creating and maintaining a plan and the psychological process of thinking about the activities to create a goal or to achieve a goal. Planning is a fundamental property of intelligent behavior. This planning process is required for the improving of a plan, or integration of it with other plans. Planning is also used for describing the procedure used such as creation of documents, diagrams, meeting to discuss on the important issues to be addressed, the objectives to meet, etc and strategy to be followed. In construction plan, it is common to adopt a primary importance on either cost control or schedule control.

Planning involves advance thinking like what is to be done, when it is to be done, what are the activities to be done, how it is to be done, where it is to be done, what are the requirements to do it, who has to do it and how to ensure that it is done. This entire action plan aim is to achieve the specified goals.

B. Scheduling

A schedule is a work program. Scheduling is a logical sequence which is set by date-wise. It is a time table for action. Time scheduling is the process of developing a work program. An activity progress schedule was probably prepared when the activity was estimated. The main purpose of scheduling is to determine the duration of project so that an estimate of general conditions or general requirements containing time related could be prepared. The project has become a reality, the activity progress can schedule needs to be reviewed and refined for further purposes. The commonly used scheduling techniques on network based project management methodology are Bar Chart, Critical Path Method (CPM) and Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT).
The purposes of scheduling are to optimize time, eliminate or reduce uncertainty, improve efficiency of the operation, optimize the resources, provide a basis for monitoring and controlling work.

C. Resource Optimization

A resource is a physical quantity such as manpower, money, material, equipment, time which are required for carrying out an activity/task/job. The main and primary objective of any organization is not to waste the resources. The resources should be utilized to maximum possible capacity as it is present on site. If the duration the completion of the project is fixed, then resource optimization should be applied without changing the total duration of the project. Resource Leveling is a function in Microsoft Project that allows optimizing the use of resources by delaying activities and adjusting resources to reduce the peaks in the histogram.

III. MICROSOFT PROJECT 2010

Microsoft Project (MSP) is a project management software program. It is developed by Microsoft. Microsoft project software released in 1998. Microsoft project software is used for planning, scheduling, monitoring, controlling and resource optimization of the project.

Microsoft Project has its advantages

1) It is user friendly.
2) It is easy to start scheduling activities.
3) It produces decent default graphics and reports.
4) Most of the construction contractor for construction projects requires periodic schedule and updates which can be done by using Microsoft Project.
5) Project managers are able to perform risk and impact analysis. They can assign a probability to problem occurrences and simulate the schedule, resource and cost impact of those problems.
6) It enables general managers to execute and implement their strategies and they can achieve their goals.

IV. METHODOLOGY

The methodology adopted for this project was to first define the activities, duration, and their logical relationships among the various activities and prepare a schedule report. Following this the critical path will be obtained and then the resources availability is collected and assigned, analysis and leveling is done and results are concluded. The entire activity described below is integrated with the MS Project and report is generated. Construction Planning, Scheduling and Optimization of resource involve the following steps.

A. Planning

1) Data Collections
Data collection involves the collection of drawings. All structural, architectural, plumbing, sanitary drawing etc should be collected and list of activities involved are listed.

2) Quantity Surveying
Quantity surveying involves calculation of quantities from the collected drawings for each and every item.

B. Scheduling
After collecting the drawings and preparing list of activities, quantity for each activity has been calculated. Now next procedure is scheduling the activities in the MS-Project Software. The scheduling procedure is as follows:

1) Creating a new Project Plan
   - Run the MS-Project
   - On the screen at top of the right side of the computer screen clink on file In that select new under that blank project

2) Assigning Calendar
   Click on the project at the top of the screen and in that select sixth one change working time. Microsoft Project comes with three types of calendars they are Standard, 24 hours and Night shift.

3) Setting Project Information
   Click on project at the top of the screen in that select the second one project information. Here we can give our project start date and we can assign the calendar. By changing the schedule from the project finish date we can schedule it by fixing a final deadline. Microsoft Project will calculate the duration of the project and it schedules as per given information in schedule from start date or finish date and as per assigned calendar.

4) Setting Baseline
   Click on the project and select the eight one set baseline and in that one again set baseline. Make sure that entire project
option is selected. For deleting the baseline clear baseline option is used. When Baseline schedule is made, MSP copies early start and early finish dates to the baseline start and finish date field. Original durations get copied to baseline duration. MSP allows deleting or moving the activities, but the disadvantage is whenever we delete or move an activity then every time we need to update baseline.

5) Scheduling Activities in MS-Project
It involves mentioning the activities in MS Project under Task name column. After mentioning the activities in task columns next step is grouping, the activities are grouped with the help of indent and outdent options.

![Fig. 3: Scheduling activities in MS-Project](image)

After applying indent/outdent options the duration of the sub headings it will take 1 day with showing question mark. 1 day is the default duration set by Microsoft Project, and question mark indicates that we didn’t assign duration. Microsoft Project automatically takes the start and finish date before we assign the duration and predecessors. It will take project start date as a start and finish date.

After mentioning the activities next work is assigning the duration of each activity. For assigning the duration site experience and quantity of each activity is required. Based on the quantity of the item, capacity of workers or working capacity of machine per day, availability of workers and with site experience we have to assign the duration for each activity.

![Fig. 4: Scheduling the activities after grouping](image)

Microsoft Project. There are four types of linkings as explained in chapter 3, they are Finish to Start (FS), Start to Start (SS), Finish to Finish (FF) and Start to Finish (SF) along with these we can lead or lag the activity. FS is the default linking taken by MS Project.

C. Resource Optimization

1) Resource Allocation
Adding resources to a project can result in the accuracy of the schedule. When resources are assigned in Microsoft Project software, it determines the weather resources are assigned is over allocated or not, if assigned then it will give an indication in task sheet and in resource sheet.

a) Resource Defining
Resource defining means adding the resource in resource sheet. Click on resource at the top of the screen under that select the resource sheet. Assign the resource in the resource column. Mention the type of resource assigned in type column. The resources are of 3 types: Material, Work and Cost.

- If work type resource is assigned then mention, the maximum numbers of workers or equipment has to be used in the project in the Max column. It will take in percentage.
- If material type resources are assigned then mention its price per unit in the standard rate column and also assign its unit in the Material Label column.
- Standard rate for work type resources can be mentioned in terms of rate per hour or day or month.
- Standard rate for material type resources is assigned based on the material.
- Base calendar comes only for the work type resources.

![Fig. 6: Resource Sheet](image)

b) Assigning Resources to Task or Activity

![Fig. 7: Resource allocated for all activities](image)
In the Gantt chart assign the resources to each activity. Double click on the task/activity. A task information dialog box will appear in that select the resources tab, select the resources for that task and assign the number of units for the work type resource and quantity for the material type resource.

2) Resource Levelling
Resource levelling helps in order to minimise the peaks in daily resource usage. If the duration of completion of project is constant, then resource levelling is applied without changing the total duration of the project. The periods of maximum demand of resource are allocated and the activities are shifted to the availability of float. Microsoft project shows that where resources are over allocated. It shows man symbol in the task sheet and red color to the resource in resource sheet.

Fig. 8: A typical Task Sheet shows resource over allocated

Fig. 9: A typical Resource Graph showing resource over allocated

a) Levelling the Resource
Levelling is only for the work type resource not for material type resources. The leveling does not reassign any task or units or activity. It does not change work, only it balance the work load with the leveling feature, which adds delay and splits in a project plan according to the specifications that we set. By selecting leveling option we can do resource levelling for entire project.

V. RESULTS

A. Cost Analysis
The Microsoft Project calculates the cost for each activity, and it will give overall cost of the project at the top of the task sheet. The Microsoft Project software calculates the cost as same as we calculate by manually. From this client can know his final budget of the project. It helps to contractor or owner or to client for their budget. It also helps to identify the cost of any item.

By adding cost column in the task sheet we can get the cost of the project and cost of the each activity. The typical scheduling and cost report is shown below.

Fig. 10: A typical Cost Report.

B. After Levelling the Resources
Before levelling over allocated Task sheet and Resource graph are shown in Fig.9 & 10 respectively.

1) Task Sheet after levelling

2) Resource Graph after levelling

C. Resource Cost

Fig. 11: A typical Task Sheet after Resource Leveling

Fig. 12: A typical Resource Graph sheet after levelling

Fig 13: A typical graph showing cost required for resource
MS-Project will give the cost required for any resource at any time interval of the project. So it will help the contractor to know the amount required for each work or each item. From this he will know the amount required for each day/week/month.

D. Network Diagram

It is a graphical representation of activities and their interrelationship. A network diagram shows the tasks of the project in the order they will be performed, in a sequential order. The network diagram allows visually constructing and linking the tasks and the way they should be worked. A network diagram can consist of subprojects, deliverables, mile-stones, or tasks. It also shows the critical path. MS Project will give CPM network. The pink colored activities indicate the critical activity and others are not critical activity. The sequence of the critical activity is a critical path.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are made
1) Each and every activity of the project can be easily achieved with the help of MS-Project without making any delay.
2) With the help of MS Project planning and scheduling can be done economically.
3) Microsoft project is most effective tool in controlling the cost and time.
4) With the help of Resource levelling in Microsoft Project resources can be managed without effecting the total cost and duration of the project.
5) Storing the construction material in the site may lead to the wastage of resources so with the help of Microsoft Project the contractor can purchase the material when is required.
6) The contractor can manage material and money with the help of resource graph.
7) The entire project can be effectively managed with the help of Microsoft Project.
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